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We stand on the brink of a technological
revolution that will fundamentally alter
the way we live, work and relate to
one another. In its scale, scope and
complexity, the transformation will
be unlike anything humankind has
experienced before.
Klaus Schwab
Founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum
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Respondents Profile

In February 2018,
we interviewed 100
data and analytics
practitioners across
North America.

Industry

Position

Annual Revenue

5%

Chief Data Officer

7%

Banking/Finance

2%

Less than $100M US

2%

Chief Analytics Officer

5%

Healthcare

2%

$100M to $249M US

4%

Senior VP - Data or Analytics

6%

Insurance

0%

$250M to $499M US
$500M to $999M US

11% VP - Data or Analytics

11% Retail

2%

61% Director

3%

Energy/Utilities

14% $1B to $5B US

17% Manager

3%

Automotive

80% Greater than $5B US

4%

Marketing/Advertising/PR

3%

Education Management

5%

Supply Chain/Logistics

The results of those interviews are presented
here with analysis from Paxata, Accenture
and Microsoft.

10% Manufacturing
7%

Biotechnology

10% Consumer Goods

Featured Contributors
Key Findings:

3%

Farming/Agriculture

3%

Hospitality

2%

Legal/Professional Services

5%

Media

9%

Pharmaceutical

4%

Telecommunications

Over 60% of global enterprises
72% of respondents

are now investing in a hybrid,

Nenshad Bardoliwalla
Co-Founder &
Chief Product Officer
Paxata

Narendra Mulani
Chief Analytics Officer
Accenture Applied
Intelligence

Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and Strategy Enterprise Artificial Intelligence
Microsoft

multi-cloud strategy with both

Almost 40% of

are investing more

data from cloud environments

respondents still

than $2million in new

along with existing on-premise

feel that data

artificial intelligence

infrastructures

quality is a problem

initiatives in 2018/19

in their company
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Digital Transformation: Where Data, Analytics,
and AI Converge
Technology waits for no one. And those who strike first will have an advantage.
The steady decline in business profitability across multiple industries threatens
to erode future investment, innovation and shareholder value. Fortunately, the
emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) can help kick-start profitability. Accenture
research shows that AI has the potential to boost rates of profitability by an average
of 38 percent by 2035 and lead to an economic boost of US$14 trillion across 16
industries in 12 economies by 2035.
Driven by these economic forces, the age of digital transformation is in full swing.
Today we can’t be “digital to the core” if we don’t leverage all new data sources –
unstructured, dark data and thirty party sources. Similarly, we have to take advantage
of the convergence of AI and analytics to uncover previously hidden insights. But,
with the increasing use of AI, we also have to be responsible and take into account the
social implications.
Finding answers to the biggest questions starts with data, and ensuring you are
capitalizing on the vast data sources available within your own business. Thanks to
the power of AI/machine learning and advanced algorithms, we have moved from the
era of big data to the era of ALL data, and that is helping clients create a more holistic
view of their customer and more operational efficiencies.

Section 1:
Accelerating Innovation through Digital Transformation

Embracing the convergence of AI and analytics is crucial to success in our digital
transformation. Together, AI-powered analytics unlock tremendous value from data
that was previously hidden or unreachable, changing the way we interact with people
and technology, improving the way we make decisions, and giving way to new agility
and opportunities. While businesses are still in the infancy of tapping into the vast
potential of these combined technologies, now is the time to accelerate. But to thrive,
we need to be pragmatic in finding the right skills and partners to guide our strategy.
Finally, whenever we envision the possibilities of AI, we should consider the
responsibility that comes with it. Trust in the digital era or “responsible AI” cannot be
overlooked. Explainable AI and AI transparency are critical, particularly in such areas
as financial services, healthcare, and life sciences. The new imperative of our digital
transformation is to balance intelligent technology and human ingenuity to innovate
every facet of business and become a smarter enterprise.
By Narendra Mulani
Chief Analytics Officer
Accenture Applied Intelligence
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Who is primarily responsible for
digital transformation within your
organization?

Chief Data Officer

8%

Chief Digital Officer

54%

20%
Chief Technology
Officer

16%
Dedicated
non C-Level
executive

1%
Chief
Analytics
Officer
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Chief
Information
Officer

1%

“Over half of companies surveyed
feel that the responsibility of digital
transformation should sit with
the Chief Digital Officer. However
thinking digitally shouldn’t sit with
one department or individual, every
member of the C-suite will need to
be leading. To truly take advantage
of the emerging business opportunities
digital transformation offers, the
board must raise the digital IQ of
the global management team.”

Organizational agility

17%

30%
25%

Accountability

Technology

28%

Lisa Ventura
Content Marketing & Editorial Director
Corinium Global Intelligence

Alignment and cooperation
of internal stakeholders

What is the primary driver of
digital transformation within your
organization?
Customer needs and
expectations - the need
for real-time consumer
interaction across
multiple platforms

34%

26%
Internal needs breaking down
internal siloes to
enable better
business insights
and outcomes

40%
Rapid technology
development

“At Microsoft we constantly hear
from our customers about how
critical transforming their business
is, to become “industry disruptors”
instead of waiting to being disrupted.
This motivation is to be a combination
of all the factors listed as it requires
dramatic changes in technology,
internal processes and the ways we
all interact with our customers today.
Our cloud, data and AI platforms are
becoming the enablers of that digital
transformation across many
different industries.”
Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and Strategy Enterprise Artificial Intelligence
Microsoft

What is the biggest challenge facing your organization when it comes to
digital transformation?
“These results are fairly flat amongst our respondents. This would suggest that respondents
understand the success of digital transformation is dependant on technology, people and
processes working together.”
Lisa Ventura
Content Marketing & Editorial Director
Corinium Global Intelligence
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What do you feel will be the biggest benefit/
opportunity presented to your organization through
digital transformation?

We opened a digital hub center
three years back and have been
using digital transformation to
make changes in the company to
better our products and develop
them around customer needs.
We also developed cutting edge
digital services like pharma
apps, text messaging notification
and reminders and coupons to
bring about functionality and
convenience to our customers.

The time taken to complete the life cycle of generating drugs
has reduced and so has the cost involved in the process of
developing new drugs. Digital transformation has brought
doctors, regulators and customers together allowing us to
develop new products faster. Our digital specialists have used
cloud-based systems to overcome recent obstacles we were
exposed to like compliance and have increased the speed of our
systems and brought costs down as well as enhanced our CRM
system and capabilities.

Keeping up with competitors and
turning around the company so
that we could use technologies to
our benefit was the main reason we
introduced transformations, but later
we realized it gave us insight into
consumer behavior which could be
used to develop products.

The digital
transformation process
was developed around
future business growth,
we developed five ITILaligned processes. These
were new organizational
structures, a better
toolset to support new
process and prepare
clients for seamless
implementations. These
changes have brought
about clarity to key
systems, increased
speed and developed
new ways of working in
the company.

Supply chains are better developed, the procurement process is
handled by AI, it keeps a tab on inventory and sends requests when
any shortages occur. We benefit from this because it reduces costs
in the supply chain while increasing efficiency.

I feel the biggest benefit of digital
transformation lies in its capability to solve
higher-order problems. These problems
that were highly technical and took serious
analysis to find a solution has now eased
through digital transformation.

HR was integrated first in
the company, transforming
our employee engagements.
Along the way we added
data and analytics to develop
a better platform to process
compounds so that clinical
trials could be conducted
faster. Digital technologies
also allowed us to collect
data on customers, suppliers
and research organizations
to work with them in creating
a stronger and more efficient
system. Digitizing all our
systems has made operations
simpler for management and
reduced costs.

Our approach has been pragmatic when dealing
with big and little data needs, scaling up IT and
then implementing these technologies throughout
our company has allowed us to gather information
and make changes. Using cloud services and
different modern data management services has
been a win for us because it has given us crucial
insight into the market allowing us to bring about
risk management strategies.

Section 2:
Empowering Organizations with Accessible Analytics
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Data is the “D” in Digital Transformation
The exponential growth of data
underlying the strategic imperative of
enterprise digital transformation has
created new business opportunities
along with tremendous challenges.

infrastructures. Hence, this hybrid, multicloud strategy will need to correlate with
their investments in data analytics, and it
will become imperative to manage data
seamlessly across all platforms.

Today, we see organizations of all shapes
and sizes embarking on digital transformation.
As uncovered in Corinium Digital’s
research, the primary drivers of digital
transformation are those businesses
focused on addressing increasing customer
expectations and implementing efficient
internal processes.

At Paxata, our mission is to give everyone
the power to intelligently profile and
transform data into consumable
information at the speed of thought. To
empower everyone, not just technical
users, to prepare their data and make it
ready for analytics and decision making.
The first step in making this transition is
to eliminate the bottlenecks of traditional
IT-led data management practices
through AI-powered automation. Second,
you need to apply modern data
preparation and data quality principles
and technology platforms to support
both analytical and operational use cases.
Thirdly, you need a technology
infrastructure that embraces the hybrid,
multi-cloud world.

Data is at the heart of this transformation
and provides the fuel to generate
meaningful insights. We have reached
the tipping point where all businesses
recognize they cannot compete in a
digital age using analog-era legacy
solutions and architectures. The winners
in the next phase of business will be
those enterprises that obtain a clear
handle on the foundations of modern
data management, specifically the nexus
of data quality, cloud, and artificial
intelligence (AI).
While most enterprises have invested
in on-premises data warehouses as
the backbone of their analytic data
management practices, many are shifting
their new workloads to the cloud. The
proliferation of new data types and
sources is accelerating the development
of data lakes with aspirations of gaining
integrated analytics that can accelerate
new business opportunities. We found
in the research that over 60% of global
enterprises are now investing in a hybrid,
multi-cloud strategy with both data from
cloud environments such as Microsoft
Azure along with existing on-premises

5% Text analytics

Advanced data
and analytics
algorithms

6%

58%

Artificial
Intelligence/
Machine
Learning

Social network
analytics

34%

34%

Data
visualization

36%
Data access
and security

Model inventory
and lifecycle
management

34%

28%
Executing existing
algorithms faster

67%

Executing
existing
algorithms on
much larger data sets

27%

5%
Public
cloud

0%
Not sure

62%
6%
On-premises

Hybrid (combination
of on-premises, public
or private cloud

“Larger data sets will require
greater computing power. New
GPU technology coming from
partners like Intel will help with this
as well as the flexibility of managing
compute loads in the cloud. At the
same time, I think there is untapped
opportunity to extract more insight
from unstructured data like text
and social media. For that reason
we developed an offering called
Content Analytics which provides a
full 360 degree view of what your
data can tell you.”
Narendra Mulani
Chief Analytics Officer
Accenture Applied Intelligence

Hosted/private cloud

Paxata sits right at the center stage of this
new shift, helping enterprises profile and
transform complex data types in highvariety, high-volume environments. As
such, we’re excited about partnering with
Accenture and Microsoft to accelerate
businesses with our ability to deliver
modern analytical and operational
platforms to address today’s digital
transformation requirements.
By Nenshad Bardoliwalla
Co-Founder and Chief Product Officer,
Paxata

What data and analytics functions
are the most important to your
organizations?
(Please choose your top 3)

Do you store and utilize data for
business analytics on premises or
in the cloud?
“Over 60% of global enterprises
are now investing in a hybrid, multicloud strategy with both data
from cloud environments such as
Microsoft Azure along with existing
on premises infrastructures. Hence,
this hybrid, multi-cloud strategy
will need to correlate with their
investments in data analytics,
and it will become imperative to
manage data seamlessly across all
platforms.”
Nenshad Bardoliwalla
Co-Founder and Chief Product
Officer
Paxata
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What is the main purpose of your
analytics function?

What is the key metric that you
measure ROI with?

“In our organization we used to
think of data as a cost center but
now it is front and center in all
discussions leading to diversification
of revenue.”

Cost saving
and efficiency

43%

23%
Revenue
generation

10% Customer retention
5% Profit generation

Dipti Patel-Misra, Ph.D., MBA, PCC
Chief Data & Analytics Officer
Vituity

10%
Cost saving

41%
Operational
efficiency time savings

34%

11%
Customer
satisfaction

Due to regulation

23%
Customer
engagement

Open-source
libraries

How much are you planning
on investing in new analytics
initiatives in 2018/19?
Less than $500,000

1%

78%
More than
$2 Million

“In my experience, sports and
esports teams still lag severely in
these trends. The next team that
budgets $2 million per year on new
AI initiatives, or even new analytics
initiatives, will likely be the first.
They’d reap enormous benefits, but
they’d have to relinquish one of the
main perks of being a team owner:
the illusion of control.”

15%
6%
Between
$500,000 - $1 Million

Between
$1 Million $2 Million

Philip Maymin
Chief Analytics Officer
Vantage Sports Inc.

56%

Eugene Wen, MD. DrPH.
Vice President
Group Advanced Analytics
Manulife

R

27%

30%
51%
SQL

“It is understandable that only a
small percentage of companies
used profit generation as the key
measure for ROI and many of
the companies focused on cost
saving. Although cost efficiency
is an important aspect of a wellrun business, I would like to see an
increased proportion of revenue
generation focused companies in
future years. If we aim to become
data-driven companies and gain a
competitive edge, just focusing on
cost saving may not be enough.
With improved digitalization and
analytics capabilities, I believe more
companies will be able to directly
generate business revenue using
data and analytics.”

Other scripting languages
(e.g. Python Perl)

What programming languages/
tools do you use for data and
analytics development?
(Check all that apply)

35%
Traditional
languages
(e.g. Java,
C, C++)

66%
Proprietary/
product
specific
language/
libraries

78% SAS

76% Python

“The amount of coding and
scripting involved to develop data
into trusted information to support
business analytics represents a huge
resource drain and hinders agility.
The most progressive enterprises
will be the ones that can provide
tools and applications for business
consumers to be more self-sufficient
driving true data democratization.”
Chris Maddox
Co-Founder and VP
Business Development
Paxata
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What other benefits have you seen from the use of selfservice analytics within your organization?
75% Yes

Are your business users set up and
trained on self-service analytics?
25% No

If yes, has this approach enabled
proliferation, understanding and
use of analytics throughout the
business?

76% Yes

24% No

“While not a simple feat, selfservice enablement for analytics
and reporting is the enterprise
preference. This will reduce the
burden on IT resources and allow
business to be far more creative in
developing and leveraging business
insights. The faster those insights
can be uncovered, the faster you
can address an emerging business
opportunity or a new revenue
stream.”
Chris Maddox
Co-Founder and VP
Business Development
Paxata

By depending on self-service
analytics the need to assess
operations has reduced. The
process of making routine
check ups in our company has
reduced and we can assess any
factory or business line in real
time using these technologies.
Because we installed these
technologies in our company
our productivity has improved.

These technologies have helped us modernize the company
and cover the distance that existed between business strategy
and IT. This has allowed us to create a compelling experience
for our customers, by introducing self-service analytics in
the company we have managed to bring a company of our
size into the digital age and have ensured all our sites and
employees remain connected while reducing the time taken to
resolve issues within the company.

In companies where information
is captured in real time there is
a need for self-service analytics
to bring about flexibility in the
decision-making process and to
avoid any delays. It also facilitates
better analyzing of the market.

Digital technologies
have benefited us
tremendously, because
of self-service analytics
the management is
free to make decisions
without having to fall
back on data scientists,
access to self-service
analytics has given
managers access to
information to make
the right decisions
when dealing with
different situations.

Managing businesses
around the globe is not
easy. It was difficult
getting information,
causing delays in
decision making. Post
the implementation
of analytics within
the company we can
now keep a tab on our
innovation centers and
suppliers in real time.

Integrating different services onto a single platform has helped
provide the heads of operations access to better solutions,
prioritizing issues is simpler. Process like payrolls, M&A services as
well as advisory services have become a lot better because of the
use of self-service analytics.
Self-service analytics will be utilized to integrate
technology in a highly innovative way in the core
activities that we do. Exploration to refining of
natural resources will be efficiently streamlined
through self-service analytics.
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We mainly use Excel

4%

0%
We don’t allow
the use of Excel

46%
We use Excel along
with many other
analytical applications

50%
Some Excel, but
mainly analytical apps

How heavily is Excel used for evaluating, joining, or reporting corporate analytics?
“With the explosion of data sources and sheer volume of data that needs to be analyzed, it
is no surprise that respondents to this question said they mainly use Excel along with other
analytical applications. This may include software tools, dashboards and apps designed
to give a greater insight into collected data and thus turning that data into meaningful
statistics that can be used to improve customer service, improve the customer journey, retain
existing customers and bring in new ones. Despite the availability of analytical software and
applications, Excel still remains a key tool in analyzing data with 96% of our respondents still
using it along with other appropriate applications.”
Lisa Ventura
Content Marketing & Editorial Director
Corinium Global Intelligence

Section 3:
The State of Data Quality
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AI is the “New Normal”
Artificial intelligence is causing two major
revolutions simultaneously among developers
and enterprises. These revolutions will drive
the technology decisions for the next decade.

l

Developers are massively embracing AI. As
a platform company, Microsoft is focused on
enabling developers to make the shift to the
next app development pattern, driven by the
intelligent cloud and intelligent edge. AI is the
runtime that will power the apps of the future.

l

At the same time, enterprises are eager to
adopt and integrate AI. Cloud and AI are the
most requested topics in Microsoft Executive
Briefing Centers. AI is changing how
companies serve their customers, run their
operations, and innovate. Ultimately, every
business process in every industry will be
redefined in profound ways. If it used to be
true that “software was eating the world,” it
is now true to say that “AI is eating software”.
A new competitive differentiator is emerging:
how well an enterprise exploits AI to reinvent
and accelerate its processes, value chain and
business models. Enterprises need a strategic
partner who can help them transform their
organization with AI.
Microsoft is emerging as a solid AI leader
as it is in a unique position to address both
revolutions. Our strength and differentiation
lie in the combination of multiple assets:
l

Azure AI services that bring AI to every
developer. Over one million developers are
accessing our pre-built and customizable
AI services. We have the most comprehensive
solution for building bots, combined with
a powerful platform for Custom AI
development with Azure Machine Learning
that spans the entire AI development
lifecycle, and a market leading portfolio
of pre-built cognitive services that can be
readily attached to applications.

l

A unique cloud infrastructure including
CPU, GPU, and soon FPGA, makes Azure
the most reliable, scalable and fastest
cloud to run AI workloads.
Unparalleled tools. Visual Studio, used
by over 6 million developers, is the most
preferred tool in the world for application
development. Visual Studio and Visual
Studio Code are powerful “front doors”
through which to attract developers
seeking to add AI to their applications.
Ability to add AI to the edge. We enable
developers, through our tools and
services, to develop an AI model and
deploy that model anywhere. Through
our support for ONNX – the open source
representation for AI models in partnership
with Facebook, Amazon, IBM and others –
as well as for generic containers, we allow
developers to run their models on the IoT
edge and leverage the entire IoT solution
from Azure.

They do
what they can.
Limited
availability

43%

26%

By Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and Strategy Enterprise Artificial Intelligence
Microsoft

They’re often
struggling to
support the
needs of the
business

0%
Not capable
of supporting
the business.
They’re very capable.
No complaints

What is the state of data quality in
your company?

We have serious
data quality issues

0%

38%
Data quality
is a problem

46%
There are
occasional
challenges,
but in good
shape

“With nearly 70% of enterprises
having either limited availability or
often struggling to support business
needs, the pace of turning data into
trusted information must improve.
Whether your primary analytical
need is compliance, identifying
new revenue, or process efficiency,
reducing the time from data capture
to business insight is a critical
challenge for all businesses.”
Chris Maddox
Co-Founder and VP
Business Development
Paxata

31%

But the competition to win enterprises is
not only played in the platform battlefield,
enterprises are demanding solutions.
Microsoft AI solutions provide turnkey
implementations for customers who want
to transform their core processes with AI.
Our unique combination of IP and consulting
services address common scenarios such as
business agents, sales intelligence or marketing
intelligence. As our solutions are built on
top of our compelling AI platform, unlike our
competitors, our customers are not locked in
to any one consulting provider, they remain in
full control of their data and can extend the
scenarios or target new scenarios themselves
or through our rich partner ecosystem.

How capable is your IT/data
management team in supporting
your business analytical needs?

16%
We’re very pleased
with our overall
data quality

“At Microsoft we see everyday
multiple examples on how the
combination of a large amount
of quality data and AI is bringing
significant value to enterprises, but
we also see a very large number
companies facing challenges due
to, not only lack of quality data, but
also being affected by incomplete or
biased data leading to bad-informed
decisions.”
Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and Strategy Enterprise Artificial Intelligence
Microsoft
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Is data quality affecting the
confidence in your analytics?

54%
We’re somewhat
confident in the
quality of results

15%
We have low
confidence in
the quality
of results

31%
We’re confident
in the quality
of results

“With more and more data coming
from traditional and new sources
which shake up governance initiatives,
having trust in the quality of the results
provided from this huge pool of data
is still key. 54% of our respondents
told us that they are only somewhat
confident in the quality of the results
they get, which points to a growing
need for business users to be set up
with self-service analytics. This is a
step in the right direction, but more
needs to be done to maintain data
quality. If the quality of the data that
is gathered either from traditional
sources and/or new sources isn’t good
then maintaining the quality of that
data will have a direct impact on the
accuracy of results generated, and
this in turn can cascade through
other departments.”
Lisa Ventura
Content Marketing & Editorial Director
Corinium Global Intelligence

In planning phase

26%

35%
Fully
deployed

39%
Partially
deployed

0%
Not started/
not initiated

When it comes to data governance
(defined by agile, self-service, secure,
democratized access), where do
you feel your company is on the
deployment journey?
“Data governance, data quality, and
authorized data access are three
areas that every enterprise must be
able to support and improve upon
in the coming years. For many, the
holy grail is to reach a state of data
democratization whereby those
business consumers that need
access to the data are able to see it
and properly utilize it without have
any additional human intervention.”
Chris Maddox
Co-Founder and VP
Business Development
Paxata

50% Yes

43% No

7% Not sure

Are you looking to develop or acquire a unified platform (to manage the data access,
gathering, cleaning, and joining data sets) to deploy and manage the analytics process
and visualization?
“It is a long journey to build a unified platform of data, but it’s an important move. Manulife/
John Hancock has made a strategic decision a few years ago to move data into Enterprise
Data Lake in the cloud. My data scientist team can access and analyze data in this environment
with support from data engineers. It helped us to break the data silos and bring advanced
analytics into business decision process.”
Eugene Wen, MD. DrPH.
Vice President
Group Advanced Analytics
Manulife
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Does your company or
organization utilize and invest
in artificial intelligence?

73% Yes

26% No
1% Don’t know

“Understanding and embracing
the convergence of analytics and
artificial intelligence is critical
to creating new ‘data native’
enterprise cultures. You can hardly
overstate the impact AI will have
on mobilizing and augmenting the
value in data, in 2018 and beyond.
AI will be the single greatest change
driver and will have a lasting effect
on how business is conducted.”
Narendra Mulani
Chief Analytics Officer
Accenture Applied Intelligence

Is artificial intelligence or machine
learning an integral part of the
decision-making process in your
organization?

Section 4:
Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

“Whenever we look at the potential
AI and ML have, we should consider
the responsibility that comes with
it. The ethical application of AI –
particularly critical in areas such
as financial services, healthcare
and life sciences – must consider
issues of fairness of algorithms and
appropriateness of data use.”

0%
Don’t know

No 47%

53% Yes

Narendra Mulani
Chief Analytics Officer
Accenture Applied Intelligence
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How much are you planning
on investing in new artificial
intelligence initiatives in 2018/19?
Between $500,000 - $1 Million

7%

72%
More than
$2 Million

18%
3%
Less than $500,000

Between
$1 Million $2 Million

26%

29%

Developed
some AI/ML
in the cloud

Just testing

18%

“I was pleased to see that analytics
has a large influence across a wide
variety of companies and industries.
I was also pleased (and not
surprised) to see the investments
that many companies are making
in data and analytics. Building the
proper infrastructure is critical
to taking advantage of the large
amount of data and new algorithms
now available for creating actionable
insights.”

15% Process automation
Human performance
and human resources

4%

30%
Customer
engagement
and service

16%
New
business
models

17%

John Carter
SVP, Analytics & Business Insight
Charles Schwab

Have
transformed
business
processes
with new
generation
AI/ML

“The borderline between advanced
analytics and AI is many times
blurry. At Microsoft we see
significant adoption of BI and
advanced analytics techniques
and tools but, in many cases,
they are still models that are not
taking advantage of the latest AI
innovations and therefore are not
really learning from predictions,
using advance cognitive capabilities
nor finding complex non-linear
patterns.”
Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and Strategy Enterprise Artificial Intelligence
Microsoft

Optimize current
business processes

18%
Increase
competitive
standing in
marketplace

What is the maturity of your
artificial intelligence or machine
learning?

Have prediction
models on premises

27%

Which business processes are more
likely to be transformed in the
short term with AI technologies?

Eugene Wen, MD. DrPH.
Vice President
Group Advanced Analytics
Manulife

Face
recognition

What types of artificial intelligence
or machine learning workloads
are you planning to invest in?
(mark all that apply)

33%

30%
Algorithm
as a service

63%
Artificial
creativity

62%
Diagnosis (artificial intelligence)

40%
Optical
character
recognition

81%
Strategic
planning

25%
Handwriting
recognition

Speech recognition

46%

“I am not surprised that “Customer
engagement and service” was seen
as the most likely to be transformed
by AI technology. But we shouldn’t
count the “human resources” out.
What we can do to help customers
with AI can almost equally applicable
to help employees for better engagement
and productivity. My data scientist
team is collaborating with our HR
team on similar projects. I can see
great potential for companies to
apply advanced HR analytics. At
the end of the day, employees are
the greatest asset a company has.”

61%
Computer
vision, virtual
reality and image
processing

“While organizations are keen to find
out how artificial intelligence and
machine learning can work for them,
these technologies are at several levels
of maturity in the marketplace. Our
respondents told us that the most
sought after Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning workloads are
strategic planning, diagnosis and
artificial creativity, with investment
in these areas being key to business
development and growth.”
Lisa Ventura
Content Marketing & Editorial Director
Corinium Global Intelligence
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31%

1
16%

Availability
of tools

Score

3.98

What are the most critical
elements in selecting an AI
provider? (rank)

2

13%

3

13%

4

14%

5

26%

6

13%

1
14%

Openness of
the platform

Score
18%

13%

Availability
of industry
templates

Score

20%

3

10%

4

22%

3.44

3.73

2

5

3

15%

4

5

6

14%

9%

6

17%

2

13%

18%

1

1

Completeness 21% 2
of the platform
13%

3

24%

4

Score
11%
Availability
of partners

15%

1
18%

Score

3.27

26%

3.31

2

20%

3

15%

4

10%

6
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5

1

18% 2
Ability to
deploy models
21%
in the edge

3

23%

4

Score

21%

3.27

12%

6

5

Jaime Pereña
Director Marketing and
Strategy - Enterprise Artificial
Intelligence
Microsoft

“Little attention has been paid
to the complexity of managing
model lifecycles at scale (and
on the edge). You can’t get
good insights from models that
have degraded. That is why we
introduced Model Manager as
a capability in the Accenture
Insights Platform for Analyticsas-a-Service.”

6

18%

5%

5

“This chart shows that
customers are looking for
technology providers that
have an end-to-end AI
vision. Microsoft’s strength
and differentiation lie in the
combination of multiple assets:
Azure AI services that bring AI
to every developer; a unique
cloud infrastructure including
CPU, GPU, and soon FPGA;
unparalleled tools; the ability
to add AI to the edge; and
third-party and first-party AI
solutions that provide turnkey
implementations for customers
who want to transform their
core processes with AI.”

Jean-Luc Chatelain
Chief Technology Officer
Accenture Applied Intelligence

In which ways do you think that artificial intelligence
and machine learning will revolutionize traditional
businesses and sectors?
Artificial intelligence and
machine learning is going
to revolutionize traditional
businesses in a big way.
Innovations in connectivity,
mobility and most importantly
customer experience are going
to be enhanced through these
developments in technology.
Traditional businesses are
going to have a better chance
at sustainability through
Artificial Intelligence.

Developing new products, improving supply chain and
focusing on compliance are important pillars around which
a company can grow and compete, but doing so without
advanced tools is not possible because costs would
increase significantly. AI will assist in controlling costs
while analyzing existing operations reducing complexities
and reducing human errors.

Traditional business will find
another level of connectivity
with AI and machine learning.
Businesses will be able to
strive together to better the
situations that we are facing at
the moment and collectively
enhance the world, its economy
and ecosystems.

Risk management will
benefit the most from
artificial intelligence
and machine learning.
Businesses have
struggled in the past and
even in current times with
various risks that could’ve
been predicted and
avoided. These risks are
now easily predictable
and businesses can
improve their stability
and sustainability with
the right introduction
of machine learning and
artificial intelligence.

Payment process are changing and the need for AI is
growing especially in dealing with cyber crime. The
number of cyber criminals is growing and we need
technologies that will help us identify these risks and
deal with them appropriately.
Machine learning is being implemented at
different levels within our organization to
help us process the information we collect
from consumers. AI also allows us to develop
smarter and better drugs. The use of AI has
helped make research simpler. AI helps break
down information in an efficient and smooth
manner which is crucial for the growth and
development of companies.

Traditional business
processes are not
optimized to be smooth
and efficient, they are
very centralized especially
supply chains. The
use of AI and machine
learning will bring about
changes by providing
management clearer
information. AI and
advanced algorithms will
help companies create
schedules and manage
workflows, thereby
increasing productivity
and bringing down defect
rates especially
in factories.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning
has the capability to take more stress than
our actual human employees. We are not
looking to replace our work strength but
only to handle those critical hours when we
have no supervising human brain.
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Discover Chief Analytics Officer, Spring

Discover Corinium Digital

The premier meeting place for the Chief Analytics Officer community.

Modern marketing programs need fresh content to tell stories.

The third edition of Corinium’s Chief Analytics Officer, Spring is set to return to the
West Coast and will be taking place in San Francisco on May 14-16, 2018.

We believe that survey-based research is the most effective way to create a
compelling marketing asset that can be thematically linked to your communications
strategy.

This conference is not just for Chief Analytics Officers; it may be led by CAOs but all
top level analytics, data, data science, business intelligence specialists cross-industry
are welcome, allowing you to meet and network with the very best of your peers from
a range of organizations and backgrounds.
This year we return to San Francisco with a newly-launched three-day agenda,
addressing the hottest topics for chief analytics officers and analytics leaders.

Advising on industry insights with dedicated editorial staff, online content specialists,
digital marketing advisors and content specialists, we can help create an integrated,
digital strategy to increase your online presence.
Find out more:

Why invest your time?
C-Suite Strategic Agenda
Chief Analytics Officer, Spring 2018 is set to be the largest, most senior gathering of
Chief Analytics Officers, and analytics leaders, on the West Coast. We discuss strategies
for enabling your business for insights driven decision making as well as how to deliver
continuous value to both your internal and external customers. We will hear about how
leaders within the space are solving challenges around operationalization, culture,
communication, talent, organizational structure and more.

www.corinium-digital.com

Discover Paxata

Interactive Format, Outstanding Networking
Engage in Corinium’s signature, highly productive learning environment, complete
with compelling keynotes, interactive discussion groups, Pre-Conference Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence Focus day, C-Suite Connections Digital
Transformation Day, Roundtable Breakfasts and 27 hours dedicated networking time.

Paxata is the pioneer in empowering all business consumers to intelligently transform
raw data into ready information, instantly with an enterprise-grade, self-service,
scalable, intelligent platform. Our Adaptive Information Platform weaves data into
an information fabric from any source, any cloud, or any enterprise to create trusted
information. With Paxata, business consumers use clicks, not code, to achieve results
in minutes, not months. Companies around the globe rely on Paxata to get smart
about information at the speed of thought. Be an Information Inspired Business.

Find out more.

Find out more:

Register for CAO, Spring using your personal 20% discount code: REPORT

REGISTER

www.paxata.com
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Discover Accenture

Discover Accenture Applied Intelligence

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range
of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations.
Combining unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40
industries and all business functions – underpinned by the world’s largest delivery
network – Accenture works at the intersection of business and technology to help
clients improve their performance and create sustainable value for their stakeholders.
With more than 435,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries, Accenture
drives innovation to improve the way the world works and lives.

Accenture Applied Intelligence helps clients apply new data science and intelligent
technology across their business, and into every function, so they can transform their
business and achieve new outcomes at speed and scale. Recognized as a leader by
industry analysts, the company helps clients create new intelligence using artificial
intelligence, machine learning, proprietary algorithms and app-based solutions, all
powered by the Accenture Insights Platform. We collaborate with a powerful alliance
and delivery network to help clients operationalize within any market and industry
with a focus on speed to value. Combining expertise across industries, analytics,
technology and design, Accenture is uniquely qualified to drive new business
outcomes with precision, at scale.

Visit us at: www.accenture.com.

For more information, follow us @AccentureAI and visit:
www.accenture.com/applied-intelligence.

Discover Accenture Digital
Accenture Digital, comprised of Accenture Interactive, Accenture Applied Intelligence,
and Accenture Industry X.0, helps our clients pivot from thinking digital to being
digital at the core by designing new experiences for customers and employees,
applying new intelligence across every industry, function and process and driving the
digital reinvention of industry through smart, connected products, services, plants and
workers.
Learn more about Accenture Digital at: www.accenture.com/digital.
Follow us on Twitter and on LinkedIn.

Copyright © 2018 Accenture. All rights reserved. Accenture, its logo, and High
Performance Delivered are trademarks of Accenture.
This document is produced by consultants at Accenture as general guidance. It is not
intended to provide specific advice on your circumstances. If you require advice or
further details on any matters referred to, please contact your Accenture representative.

Discover Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) is the leading platform and productivity
company for the mobile-first, cloud-first world, and its mission is to empower every
person and every organization on the planet to achieve more.
Find out more: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/.

